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Overview
Cambridge Business Improvement District (BID) is a 

collaboration of 1,200 businesses, working together to 

create a world-class experience for all who visit, live and 

work in Cambridge, a global city.  

Launched in April 2013, the organisation received a mandate in 

November 2017 to continue its work for a second five-year term, 

following a Renewal Ballot in which 80 per cent of voters gave their 

backing to the Business Plan for 2018-2023. In the process, the BID 

Area was extended to incorporate the CB1 area and Station Square; 

the threshold above which businesses pay a levy was also increased 

from £20,000 to £30,000.

During this second term, almost £5 million of private sector funding 

will be invested in the city through Cambridge BID. This will be 

used to underpin existing projects - delivered under the Welcome, 

Experience and Support workstreams - and enable new initiatives 

that will attract new talent and business, while raising the city's  

profile still further on the global stage.

Board of Directors
Representing a cross-section of businesses from within the 

extended BID Area, our Board of Directors drives forward 

the agenda on which BID Area businesses voted at the 

beginning of the BID term.  

The following directors were in post at the end of March 2019: 

Roger Allen (Chair) The Lion Yard (Shopping Centre)

Ian Sandison (CEO)         Boudoir Femme                             (Independent)

Anne Bannell                               Jacks on Trinity                              (Independent)

Luis Navarro Nanna Mexico (Independent)

Dominic Joyce                             John Lewis                                       (National)

Robert Davey                              Metro Bank                                      (National)

Simon Wallis Brookgate (Professional)

Valerie Lambert                            Hewitsons LLP                                 (Professional)

Nick Finlayson-Brown                  Mills & Reeve (Professional)

David Ormrod                       The Regal                         (Night Time)

Shara Ross                                   Hotel Felix                                        (Tourism)

Emma Thornton Visit Cambridge & Beyond (Tourism)

Andy Lloyd                                   University of Cambridge                    (Educational)

Glen Sharp Trinity Hall College (Educational)

Rosy Moore Cambridge City Council*

Mathew Shuter                           
Cambridgeshire  
County Council*

*Local Authority Appointed 



Foreword

"Bidwells has been working with Cambridge 
BID since its inception in 2013. Its team works 

on those things that people may take for 
granted but would really miss if they weren't 

there - Christmas lights, Love Cambridge 
Independents, those city-side city-wide 

events - as well as providing an entry point  
to better understanding the city."

Claire Sunderland  
Partner, Fund Management, Bidwells
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As I look back on the first 12 months of our second term,  

it is pleasing to observe how the projects we established 

during our first term continue to benefit those who live and 

work in the city. At the same time, we are committed to 

forging ahead with the delivery of exciting new initiatives  

for the current five-year period.

We cannot become complacent. Although Cambridge regularly 

features at the top of 'vibrant UK cities' lists, times continue to be 

challenging for the high street and business in general. We need  

to be intentional about investing in initiatives that actively support 

local businesses, while creating a welcoming environment and 

world-class experience for all.

Collaborating
Over the past year we've worked hard to strengthen our  

connections with influential stakeholders and organisations across 

the city, believing that partnership working can leverage greater 

benefits for our business community. Our CEO, for example, was 

pleased to speak at the inaugural Cambridge China Forum about  

the importance that 'The Place' of Cambridge plays in local 

investment decisions. 

Additionally, Cambridge BID has worked with Cambridge City 

Council, supported by the Combined Authority and the Greater 

Cambridge Partnership, to submit a bid for the Government's  

Future High Street Fund. We have also contributed to a 'Gateway  

to the East' paper, working alongside Visit Cambridge & Beyond, 

Meet Cambridge and others, to position the Visitor Economy  

as an important component of the Combined Authority's  

Industrial Strategy.

Implementing
Our strategic work is complemented by an ongoing focus on 

practical, grassroots projects. From our Cost Saving Initiative, which 

has identified £302,060 in overhead savings for BID businesses 

since 2013, to informal monthly socials that enable business people 

to build their local networks, there is much to organise and oversee. 

The remainder of this Annual Report explains the scope of our work.

I look forward to welcoming you to our 2018/19 AGM on 18th July 

2019 at Jesus College. An invitation is enclosed with this report or 

can be downloaded from our website at cambridgebid.co.uk.  

Roger Allen, 

Chair, Cambridge BID

from the Chair
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Welcome "Purple Flag shows 
visitors and residents 

to Cambridge that we 
take their safety and welfare 

seriously.  Not only does it provide a 
means to monitor the effectiveness of 

measures put in place, it also brings 
together stakeholders and initiatives 

such as Taxi Marshalls and Street 
Pastors in a structured approach."

Tony Harold  
Managing Director, Hyline Security

The first of our three revised workstreams, 'Welcome' aims 

to provide a unified, friendly and safe visitor experience 

during the day and at night.

A uniform approach
In April 2018 we sought to develop a coordinated visitor welcome 

by appointing Visit Cambridge & Beyond to manage our city 

Ambassador service, which had previously been outsourced to  

a national company. Six Ambassadors are now employed all  

year round.

Sporting a distinctive new uniform with bespoke purple blazers, 

striped ties and trilby hats, the Ambassadors have trialled new  

stands in Petty Cury and at the train station to good effect:  

visitors are noticeably more confident about requesting help.

Cleaner streets and shopfronts
Most streets in the extended BID area have been deep-cleansed 

two or three times this year, with a number of 'grot spots' receiving  

a monthly clean.  

In addition, our Rapid Response call-out service enabled 191 

businesses to start the day with a clean shop front following the 

removal of bodily fluids, broken glass, pigeon fouling, cardboard from 

rough sleepers, graffiti and other detritus. With an average response 

time of just 10 minutes, businesses were able to take advantage of 

the service seven days a week, between 8am and 11am.

Christmas in Cambridge
Illuminated, walk-though Christmas trees in the Market Square and 

Station Square provided a popular talking point in December, with 

passers-by queuing to post selfies on social media. Our new lighting 

scheme created visual continuity between the CB1 area and the 

city centre, and a total of 27 streets were decorated with striking 

contemporary displays.
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Evening excellence
A diverse task force has been quietly working towards the goal of 

achieving Purple Flag status in 2019, a national accreditation that 

would allow members of the public to quickly identify Cambridge city 

centre as offering an entertaining, diverse, safe and enjoyable night out. 

Supporting other initiatives
Partnering with CAMBAC, we have been pleased to continue our 

ongoing sponsorship of Cambridge Street Aid, the Weekend Taxi 

Marshalls and Street Pastors, all of whom provide valuable services 

that complement our own priorities.

visitors welcomed by our Ambassadors

business visits carried out by the Ambassadors

instances of commercial waste reported to the Council

environmental issues signposted for follow-up

uses of Rapid Response by BID businesses

streets deep-cleaned at least twice across the year

3,511

59,248

4,087

191

782

55

The Stats
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Our second workstream seeks to create a vibrant and  

world-class destination, delivering a variety of promotions 

and events that animate and entertain - such as the 

upcoming Wild in Art sculpture trail.

Summer in the Square
Back by popular demand, our Continental-style night markets and 

outdoor film screenings drew crowds of 500 per evening. In all, we 

ran four Friday events in partnership with Cambridge City Council, 

offering free market stalls to local businesses at a time when the 

Market Square was under-utilised, and scheduling free family films 

ahead of late-evening blockbusters aimed at adults. 

We chose to run the first event on the eve of the Royal Wedding, 

in order to broadcast the ceremony live from the big screen the 

following afternoon. Patriotic bunting contributed to the atmosphere, 

as a packed crowd of well-wishers watched the happy occasion.

Strawberries and Screen
To help build a sense of community in the CB1 district, we arranged 

for full BBC coverage of Wimbledon to be broadcast on a large LED 

screen next to The Tamburlaine hotel. Lunchtimes were busy, with 

up to 100 people regularly turning out to watch the matches. Food 

trucks and nearby businesses provided a varied food and beverage 

offer, with free seating provided by Cambridge BID.

Sparkle & Shine Ball
More than 170 attendees danced the night away at our largest-ever 

Sparkle & Shine Ball, which took place in The Ballroom at the 

University Arms Hotel. The event also raised funds for Arthur Rank 

Hospice, bringing our total donation for the year to £4,500.

Spreading the word  

Many BID businesses chose to take up advertising opportunities in 

our A5 glossy Christmas magazine; a total of 90,000 copies were 

printed and distributed for free within the city and in neighbouring 

Experience
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towns. Reader engagement was high, 

with more than 600 people entering 

the competition and thereby providing 

consumer data for future campaigns. We also 

redesigned the format of our Love Summer 

guide, and relaunched the Cambridge BID website.

Switch On event
Paralympian Jonnie Peacock helped to draw in record crowds  

of more than 5,000 for our annual Christmas Lights Switch On 

event, following a fun-packed afternoon of entertainment from  

local schools, performing arts groups, choirs and singers.

12,348

115,000

90,000

500+

5,000+

Love Summer magazines printed and circulated  
across the region

Christmas magazines printed and distributed  
across the region

Social media reach across multiple platforms

attendees at the Christmas light Switch On event

attendees at each al fresco cinema evening

The Stats

"Wimbledon is a much-adored event 
in Cambridge, where locals and 

tourists alike come together to enjoy 
the best of international tennis. The 
impressive screen was installed just 
outside The Tamburlaine hotel for all 
to enjoy, whether that be for a quick 
office break or a leisurely afternoon 

in the sunshine." 

Jeremy Hopkins  
General Manager,  
The Tamburlaine
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Support

Kelsall, Dr Martens, Ernest Jones and the Museum of Archaeology 

& Anthropology. 

Reducing business costs
Since extending the BID area, we have been helping our new 

businesses to engage with our Cost Saving Initiative, run in 

conjunction with Meercat Associates. Over the past year £28,795  

of savings on utility bills, telecoms, pest control, merchants' fees  

and compliance testing have been identified, and £7,341 realised.

Monitoring city performance 
Our Sales Index and Cambridge Performance Report have been 

published monthly, helping individual businesses to understand how 

they are performing relative to the overall picture. We collate data from 

six footfall counters across the city, shopping centres, car parks and 

the Park & Ride, Ambassadors and the Visitor Information Centre.
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£37,505

£28,795

£7,341

206

158

£21,200

of savings identified via our Cost Saving Initiative

of savings realised to date

spent on Gift Card purchases, of which...

has already been redeemed

BID businesses signed up to accept our Gift Card

businesses took part in our Mystery Shop

The Stats

"Being mystery-shopped by 
Cambridge BID was great for us. 

The team relished the feedback and 
were very motivated by the positive 

comments about their customer 
service. Our high score gave us a great 

marketing opportunity and it also 
gives potential customers the 

confidence to buy from us."

Harriet Kelsall  
Founder and Chair,

Harriet Kelsall  
Bespoke Jewellery

Our third workstream seeks to enable greater strategic 

connectivity for BID businesses, while prioritising training 

that will enable them to trade successfully.

Keeping it local
Following a Summer 2018 launch, we are delighted to report that 

206 BID businesses have already signed up to accept our Love 

Cambridge Gift Card, which enables customer spend to be focused 

exclusively on the BID area.

Both corporate clients and members of the public have purchased 

Gift Cards, either from the Visitor Information Centre or via our 

website, loading them with as little as £10 or as much as £500.  

Cards with a total value of £37,505 have been purchased in just  

nine months, with BID businesses directly benefitting from 

redemption levels of £21,200 to date. 

Valuing our  
independents
Our commitment to supporting local independent businesses began 

with a decision to ring-fence £100,000 over five years, for use by 

this sector. We established an Advisory Group that has developed 

a 'Love Cambridge Independents' brand and a Love Cambridge 

Independents Map; it is now working on specific projects - including 

social media training and delivery of an Independents' Week from 

4th-7th July.

Improving customer service
Our sixth annual Awards evening recognised and rewarded the 

highest levels of customer service among Cambridge businesses, 

following a Mystery Shop programme that saw a record 158 BID 

businesses each receive two assessments by independent market 

research company, Storecheckers. Hotels and College B&Bs 

were judged alongside retail and Food & Beverage businesses, 

shopping centres, attractions and professional services firms, with 

five businesses sharing the Overall Winner title: Burr Bridal, Harriet 



Much of our work over the past year has taken place behind 

the scenes, as we have met regularly with city stakeholders 

to discuss the challenges that impact local businesses - for 

example, in convening a meeting between shopping centre 

managers and Council representatives we ensured that  

retail concerns about parking charge increases were 

robustly communicated to decision-makers.  

More publicly, we have worked with our PR agency, Cinnamon 

Letters, to celebrate business successes and communicate 

event-based opportunities to a broad audience. The Cows about 

Cambridge project (see overleaf) recently made the front page of 

both Cambridge Independent and Cambridge News, with significant 

interest from other print and broadcast media too.  

We enjoyed pre and post-event coverage of our Royal Wedding 

celebrations in Market Square, while our Wimbledon 'Strawberries 

and Screen' event in the station area was picked up by ten media 

Speaking up
for Local Business

"The Gift Card is incredibly flexible 
in terms of redemption, offering so 
many businesses an ever-important 

additional opportunity to capture 
trade. John Lewis is more than happy 

to support such a great initiative, which 
drives footfall into our amazing city."

Graeme Booth  
Partner and Operations Manager, John Lewis

"Here at Aromi, we 
are proud to be part 

of the Love Cambridge 
Gift Card initiative. It's 

such a great idea for a gift, 
and a wonderful way of 

promoting local Cambridge 
businesses."

Ofelia Di Re, Director, Aromi
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We take seriously our role as a voice for 1,200 city businesses.  
outlets, despite Andy Murray's non-involvement. Our summer 

season of free films and night markets was also well publicised, 

drawing record numbers of families and local residents into the  

city centre for our double-screenings.

In August 2018 we launched the Love Cambridge Gift Card to the 

public, with extensive media and social media coverage helping 

to boost pre-Christmas sales for the benefit of local businesses.  

Our Mystery Shop award-winners enjoyed three full pages of 

promotional coverage in Cambridge Independent, and were also 

featured in Velvet magazine. Jonnie Peacock then hit the headlines 

at our Switch On event in November, with more requests for media 

interviews than we could accommodate. 

Overall, we delivered more than 100 pieces of coverage on behalf of 

local businesses, working to convey the vibrancy of the city, increase 

dwell time and promote local spending.
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Cows about
Cambridge
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In March 2019, Cambridge BID was proud to announce the 

launch of a high-profile art event that will deliver significant 

economic, social and cultural benefits for Cambridge in 

Spring 2020.

Entitled 'Cows about Cambridge', this innovative project represents 

one of the largest mass-participation art events ever to be held in 

the city. Some 50 full-size Cow sculptures, each one individually 

designed by an artist and sponsored by a local business, will form 

a trail of discovery across the city, encouraging residents and 

employees from Cambridge and the surrounding areas to explore 

and enjoy their environment from an exciting new perspective.

The 10-week art trail will be delivered by creative producers Wild in 

Art in partnership with local children's charity Break, with Cambridge 

BID as the inaugural sponsor and Principal Partner. It is expected 

to generate more than £8 million of economic value for the region, 

while promoting wellbeing and an active lifestyle, and facilitating 

discussions on environmental issues. 

Cows about Cambridge will involve a large cross-section of the 

Cambridgeshire community. Schools and colleges will be invited to 

adopt and design their own 'mini moos', as part of a county-wide 

Learning Programme. Community groups will also have opportunity 

to tell their stories by working with a regional artist to decorate their 

very own Cow. At the end of the event, the corporate Cows will be 

auctioned off in a glittering event that will raise vital funds for Break.
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The Board of Directors has ensured that the BID levy and 

voluntary contributions were used efficiently by Cambridge 

BID, a not-for-profit company, to meet with stated aims 

of promoting and improving the city of Cambridge for 

businesses, organisations, visitors and residents.

Cambridge BID would like to thank the following voluntary funders 

and supporters of the BID:

"The Independents' Fund helps 
businesses to be the best they can be 
- whether it's by honing social media 

skills, or by participating in the mystery 
shopper programme, committed 

businesses will learn and benefit from 
the professional support and networking 

opportunities on offer."

Cathy Ashbee 
 Head of Cambridge Retail and  
Visitor Experience, Cambridge 

 University Press Bookshop
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Financial
Snapshot

Income

BID levy £882,665

Voluntary BID contributions £18,000

Sponsorship £20,382

Ticket sales £13,155

Fold out maps £1,650

Interest receivable £2,046

Other income £983

Total £938,881

Expenditure

Operating costs £188,043

Welcome £373,863

Experience £168,512

Support £160,950

Total £891,368

Pre Tax (deficit)/surplus for the year £47,513

Reserves carried forward* £129,718

*The reserves shown will be invested in the delivery of BID business proposals.

2018/19



Community art
As outlined on the previous page, Cows about Cambridge will be 

a significant project for us over the months ahead, as we work to 

involve local businesses, artists, residents, schools, and community 

groups in this spectacular yet heart-warming art trail.

Corporate gifts
Following a successful launch, we will be intentional about growing 

the Gift Card project for the benefit of BID businesses. We particularly 

wish to target the corporate sector, making it easy for companies to 

provide long service rewards, Christmas bonuses and conference 

meal solutions, whilst keeping the spend within the BID area.

Seasonal magazines
At the time of writing, we have just published our A5 'Love Summer' 

guide, which is designed to complement a Christmas Gift Guide 

going forwards. These two magazines are each likely to have a print 

run of 115,000 and they will replace the current Family of Guides - 

covering shopping, eating & drinking, museums, colleges and more. 

Our 'Love Summer' guide and the Love Cambridge Independents 

Map can now be collected from shopping centres and other pick-up 

points across the city.

We hope you feel that our Welcome, Experience and Support 

workstreams have plenty to offer Cambridge over the coming 

months, and we look forward to working with you to ensure 

our city's continued success. 

    Ian Sandison, 

 CEO, Cambridge BID
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Looking Ahead
from the CEO

Over the next twelve months we will continue to refine our 

current projects, to ensure they deliver maximum value 

for BID businesses. We will, for example, be introducing a 

'Most Improved' category to our Mystery Shop Awards to 

recognise the year-on-year improvements that businesses 

make to their standards of customer service. We have also 

rebranded our Networking Drinks evenings, seeking to boost 

engagement still higher with new BID Socials that offer beer 

tasting, gin tasting, punting and pub quizzes. In addition, we 

will extend our sponsorship of smaller festivals and events 

that are primarily for residents to enjoy.

Major projects during the year ahead are likely to include:

City dining
Our first Love Cambridge Restaurant Week, held at the beginning  

of April, has already proved a popular addition to our portfolio.  

We encouraged diners to explore their city and discover new 

places to eat - via a series of set price menus at £5, £10 and £15 

- in recognition of the growing role that independent and national 

eateries play in attracting people into the centre and extending  

dwell time. Our dedicated web page saw 58,956 page views  

during the week, with 4,131 voucher downloads and more than 

1,000 voucher redemptions. We intend to build momentum by 

making this an annual event.



 To tell us what else you would like to see Cambridge BID  

deliver, or to comment on any of our projects, email  

becky.burrell@cambridgebid.co.uk 

To receive regular email updates from Cambridge BID on issues 

relevant to your business, send your preferred contact details to 

kristian.foreman@cambridgebid.co.uk 

Connect with us on social media
For consuming-facing projects and events, where we regularly 

support social media campaigns run by BID businesses and 

organisations, visit: 

   @LoveCambridge_

   @LoveCambridge_

   @LoveCambs

#LoveCambridge

For B2B messages, shared for and on behalf of businesses  

within the BID area, visit:

   @CambridgeBID

   Cambridge BID

#CambridgeBID

Contact information
Cambridge Business Improvement District (BID) 

Dashwood House, 185 East Road 

Cambridge, CB1 1BG 

01223 903 300 

info@cambridgebid.co.uk 

www.cambridgebid.co.uk 

Let's talk


